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MURAL
Our Interactive Wall is specially selected and designed collection of tools to
help you quickly and easily build high resolution, reliable and beautiful
interactive walls. The technology in the kit has the capability to create a
sound mural, multi-touch wall or add interactivity to projection mapping
video installations.
Our design team at Moving Surface can design and build touch-sensitive
wall for any exhibition, event or as a permanent installation so that visitors
could learn about your business or product by interacting with an illustrated history of it.
When visitors touch the interaction points, motion graphics were projected
onto the wall using projection mapping techniques to combine them with
the painted illustrations.
Several people could interact with the wall simultaneously, providing an
engaging way for them to learn during an exhibition.
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AND WALL
Our interactive wall and floor is a great way to physically engage audiences and
customers during experiential marketing activations, or as permanent retail displays.
Users can participate in games and other interactive fun, or simply watch the
digital magic unfold. And if you’ve got an out-of-the-box marketing idea or
solution, chances are we can accommodate that too.
Perfect for high ‘traffic’ areas like shopping centres, airports, lounge and large
public spaces, Interactive wall delivers incredible floor-to-ceiling entertainment
that’s sure to draw a crowd.
It not only reacts in real time, the floor and wall is a unique way that can create
and send powerful messages by way of advertising, brand re-enforcement and
establishing corporate identity.
Great for walkway in corporate functions or dance floor that is always affected
by the dancer´s movements or an interactive game that engrosses the users
attention.
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VIRTUAL
ASSISTANT
Moving Surface Virtual assistant is an innovative way of delivering key messages
ensures that you deliver the right message to the right people at the right time.
With a high footfall on every airport, shopping mall, exhibitions and conferences,
there is always the challenge to communication effectively and consistently with
passengers, shoppers and visitors. To help ﬁnd a way to relay useful information,
Moving Surface introduced the Virtual Assistant. The next generation digital
signage solution.

sectors as an innovative promotional and marketing resource, including retail,
events and conferencing, rail travel, healthcare and the public sector.
Aided with motion sensor, the virtual assistant will start broadcasting your
assistant with the public through tablets.
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PROJECTION
TUNNEL
Projection tunnel creates a stunning entrance to your event. The tunnel
surrounds your guest in moving video footage that can be created speciﬁcally for
your event. Whatever your theme for your event the content of the projection
tunnel can be made to reﬂect this. The Projection Tunnel can be turned in to an
aquarium where the audience had an amazing view of the sea life, including
some rather scary sharks!
The projection tunnel excellent for themed entrances for parties or awards
ceremonies.
You're only limited by your imagination. Shark's, time tunnel, ﬂames, sponsor
branding are among custom content that can be viewed in the tunnel.
The tunnel works by using six projectors (three each side) and state of the art
blending and morphing software to wrap the video seamlessly around the
tunnel.
The tunnel will ﬁt in a space of 10m(w) x 10m(d) x 2.5m(h) and its available for
hire as a complete solution.
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WATER
SCREEN
Water screens can be used for a variety of media including Video, Lighting and
Lasers. The water screen’s unexpected and instant appearance in the middle of a
body of water can both surprise and enchant an audience. Images appear to ﬂoat in
the air and are often described as ‘holograms’.
We are pioneers in water screen technology in Nigeria and have systems available
for events or permanent installations.
If you think that a water screen could be the right solution for your project please
get in touch so we can advise you. Moving Surface will deliver a custom solution to
suit your requirements; it could be ﬁxed or ﬂoating, land based, in a lake, a pool or
the sea.
The water screen creates a semi circular spray of water suitable for rear projection
with lighting, projection and video. The Water Screen is created by pumps driving
into a custom-made nozzle. Our water screen nozzle is different to other models on
the market, giving greater wind stability. The size of the screen is dependent upon
the pumps driving it and can reach sizes of 10m by 7m.
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LARGE VENUE
PROJECTION RENTALS
From a small to a large venue projector, we have all the video equipment you need
to make any event visually stunning to the audience.
At Moving Surface, we approach projector rental differently than our competitors.
Many AV companies offer “dry rent” which means they provide projectors to
people who sometimes don’t know how to use them. Unfortunately, that also
means their equipment is often poorly maintained or damaged.
We not only have a large inventory of the highest quality projectors for rent, but
our technicians also ensure the history and condition of our equipment.
Our projectors inventory range from the affordable to the high-end. We use it in
conferences and projection mapping projects. We also provide other professional
video equipment such as switchers and video processing devices to support our
projection systems.
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SOME CLIENTS WE WORKED FOR

VENTURES PARK
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OUR GALLERY
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ABUJA OFFICE:
Plot 222, 1st Avenue
Efab Estate,
Lokogoma District.
hello@movingsurface.com.ng
www.movingsurface.com.ng
+234 8144 42 2144, +234 8035 33 5178
facebook.com/movingsurface
instagram.co/movingsurfaceng
twitter.com/movingsurface
vimeo.com/user70284870

